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pins, etc., for the band members, and a bass clarinet.  In the past years, the dance has supplied enough money for 

such things as an electronic tuner, a baritone saxophone, and a stereo-tape recorder.  Also, the proceeds from the 

dance help to pay for the cost of replacing uniforms and special music and supplies. 

 Both bands will be competing for a prize, which will be awarded to the captain of the team which sells the 

most tickets to the dance.  For the past three years the captain of the Red Team has taken the prize. 

 Because of the talent of the two bands, the dance is expected to be a great success and a prelude to the 

Sport Nite production itself.  Tickets for the dance can be purchased from any member of either team. 

 Members of the Red and Black Teams would like to express their appreciation to Bonnie Randall, who is re-

sponsible for the posters publicizing the dance, and to Gerry McCleave, who is the dance chairman. 

Spectator, January 20, 1961 

 Next week at the assembly programs 

THS students will see a preview performance 

by the Sport Nite bands of 1961. 

 Tom Passerella and his Red Band will 

open the show with "Prom Jump."  "My Funny 

Valentine" and the Main Title Theme from 

"Man With a Golden Arm" are the other two 

selections to be played by the band. 

 Then Dan Adamson and his Black 

Band will take over the platform.  Having 

their job cut out for them in equaling the Red 

Band's performance, they will get right to 

work by starting off with "Prom Jump," and 

following with "Cinnamon Kisses" and "Peter 

Gunn." 

 Due to the enthusiasm of the student 

body, the program is expected to be a huge 

success.  The main purpose of the assembly, 

though, is to arouse interest for the "Annual 

Rhythms of Sport Nite" dance, which will be 

held on January 27th. 

 Besides furnishing an evening of en-

tertainment, the bands hope to make enough 

money to buy awards, such as medallions, 

Bracelet given to Red Band leader Tom Passerella 



Leaders Chosen 

 The first steps have already been taken in preparation for Sport Nite this year.  The Black Team has chosen 

for its leader Diane DiUmberti, and Joanne Marolda was elected Red Team Captain.  The heads of the various com-

mittees and specialties have been announced along with the members of the official family. 

 Mistress of Ceremonies is Sharon Gottfried; Miss America, Nancy Dey; her color guards, Chris Brocker and 

Kathy Parriski; Miss THS, Maureen Drugan; her color guards, Lucy De Frank and Carol Bernstein; Red Flag Bearere, 

Gail Tobie; her color guards, Rosann Rebecca and Betty Boichuck; Black Flag Bearer, Jane Balsis; her color guards, 

Barbara Johnson and Carol Steene; Ballet, Nancy Ring; and Prelude Pam Mines. 

 Leaders of the competitive numbers are as follows:  Black Cheers, Kathy Pasela; Red Cheers, Pat Tripoldi; 

Black Folk, Sharon Fishkin; Red Folk, Peggy Popp; Black Modern Dance, Rita Peltin; Red Modern Dance, Shirley En-

mond; Black Tap, Anita Montervino; Red Tap, Gerry Maglione; Black Tap, Anita Monevino; Red Tap, Gerry Maglione; 

Black Modern Exercise, Barbara Bennett; Red Modern Exercises, Marilyn Tibbs; Black Marching, Barbara Kelsey; 

Red Marching, Rosann Rebecca; Black Band, Danny Adamson; and Red Band, Tom Passerella. 

 The heads of the committees are:  Black Decorations, Francine Turk; Red Decorations, Betsy Ross; Black 

Props, Karen Miller; Red Props, Peggy Van Horn; Black Publicity, Janis Olexy; Black Costumes, Ella Pritchett; Red 

Costumes, Sandy Russo; Black Themes Song, Carol Steene; and Red Theme Song, Elyse Territo.  

 Jacqueline Cochran, head of Sport Nite Usherettes has appointed Ginny Mink head of Black Team Usher-

ettes and Arlene Klingbiel head of Red Team Usherettes,  Black Team Usherettes are Arlene Berkman, Barbara Bis-

trong, Sandy Burns, Carol Donatelli, Dorothy Ellis, Diane Gierman, Judith Habersaat, Kathy Hurly, Mary Lloyd, Ger-

aldine McCleave, Dorothea Naylor, Cindy Orr, Sandy Ostroff, Eileen Stern, Phyllis Stern, Susan Urken, and Judy 

Weton. 

 Red Team Usherettes include Sharon Benedetti, Anne Bushar, Carolyn Edward, Dorothy Flintzer, Bonnie 

Meikrantz, Gayle Meili, Vicky Moore, Cecelia Nowici, Susan Raho, Mary Ellen Staller, Alice Terry, Barbara Thomas, 

Bryna Weis, Leslie White and Sandy Worrall. 

Spectator, January 20, 1961 

Sport Nite 

 The action of the Board of Education in approving the continuance of Sport Nite has met with the vast ap-

proval of students at Trenton High School.  Due to the unfortunate and unfair letter sent to a local newspaper, con-

siderable attention was directed toward Sport Nite.  As a result, the Board called for a study of Sport Nite in all of its 

activities.  It has become quite obvious that the true story of Sport Nite has been confused.  Unfair criticisms have 

been made against Sport Nite that have no foundation, with the result that many parents have been misinformed. 

 The Board of Education has examined the reports of the Administration and are satisfied that Sport Nite 

should continue in its present form. 

 The students at Trenton High School feel that the critics of Sport Nite should have had a better understand-

ing of the purposes, the preparation, and the results of Sport Nite before they made their accusations.  For many 

years, Trenton High's most popular activity has provided students with an opportunity to develop leadership.  This 

cannot always be done in the classroom. 

 We hope that unfair criticism by a few will not injure the continuance of an extremely valuable activity. 

Spectator, January 20, 1961 
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Sale of Sport Nite Tickets Starts Monday, Feb. 27th 

 Sport Nite tickets will be sold to the students of Trenton High School on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday 

of the week of February 27.  Tickets will go on sale to the general public the week of March 6.  These tickets will be 

sold in the evening from 7:00 until 10:00, in room A139. 

 Because of the great demand for tickets, it has always been necessary to limit the number of tickets to each 

individual.  We do have the available eight hundred nine, one dollar fifty cent tickets for each night.  There is also 

available seven hundred ninety-four one dollar seats.  The total number of seats available is much less than we nor-

mally have at a basketball game.  Because of the location of the bands, the cheering sections, and judges, approxi-

mately six hundred seats may not be sold.  No one activity in the city of Trenton creates the demand for tickets as 

does our Sport Nite. 

 This year each girl will be permitted to purchase two, one dollar fifty cent tickets and two, one dollar tickets.  

Only senior girls may purchase one dollar fifty cent tickets for Friday night.  This is done because of the limited num-

ber of one dollar fifty cent tickets.  Sophomores and junior girls may, if they wish, purchase one dollar tickets for the 

Friday performance.  The boys of the school may purchase two one dollar seats.  There are of course exceptions 

made to the boys who are participating.  These students are permitted to purchase the more expensive tickets. 

 The tickets will first be distributed to the members of the Official Family, then to the specialty groups, fol-

lowed by the homerooms.  Seniors will receive tickets before juniors and sophomores.  The order of distribution has 

been drawn by the team captains. 

Spectator, February 17, 1961 
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“States of the Union” Theme For 27th 

Mighty Reds Will Try For Sixth Straight Win In ‘61 

 The Mighty Red Team is traveling around the country and visiting some of the “States of the Union” for 

Sport Nite – 1961.  They will be presenting scenes from the North – Wisconsin; the Northeast -New York, and New 

Hampshire; the West – Idaho and Nevada; and the East – Maryland. 

 The first competitive number of the evening will be folk.  The Red Team Folk dancers led by Peggy Popp, will 

do a Swiss folk dance.  The girls will be symbolizing New Hampshire, known as the “Little Switzerland.”  Other spe-

cialty members are Susan Lavine, Ruth Berkelhammer, Marie Guglielmelli, Carol Tharnell, Carol Streeter, Lucy De-

Frank, Helen Texany, Kathy Richart, and Elyse Territo. 

 Modern Dance is the next number on the program.  Red Modern Dance will travel to New York and visit the 

Statue of Liberty.  Under the leadership of Shirley Enmond, the girls will portray immigrants entering the country.  

Specialty members include Joyce Mitchell, Antoinette Tucci, Andria Coles, Gerry Rebecca, Lorraine Ferrucci, Talaya 

Jackson, Barbara Zabinsky, Nancy Zabinsky, Nancy Ring and Pam Mines. 

Maglione Leads Red Tap 

 Gerry Maglione and Red Tap will salute the state of Wisconsin.  The main numbers will portray dairy maids 

and the specialty will portray mice, as they characterize Wisconsin’s dairy products.  Others in the specialty besides 

Gerry are Barbara Conte, Irene Thomas, Kathy Parriski, Mildred Nixon, Antoinette Cesaro, Jo Ann Cesaro, Lana 

Cook, and Donna Zoda. 

 Las Vegas, Nevada will be the scene of the Red Modern Exercise number.  Marilyn Tibbs, Red Modern X 

head, the specialty, and the main number will be showing Las Vegas’ gambling casinos.  Carol Warren, Bobbie 

Bennett, Barbara Bernstein, Marianne Wallace, Joanne Carver, Jo-Anne Csorgo, Beth Ann Shelhammer, Betty Rob-

erts, Betty Williams, Carla Levi, and Dorothy De Forte are also in the specialty. 

 Red Team Cheerleaders will be portraying mid-shipmen from the Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland.  

Pat Tripodi is head of Cheers.  Red Cheerleaders include Mary Jane Bodnar, Maria Stabile, Connie Chiacchio, Mary 

Rapisaldi, Carolyn Szabo, Janice Clarici, Mary Contarella, Carol Potts, Pat Maretti, and Janet Poinsett. 

 Red Marching will be symbolizing Idaho Potatoes.  The head of Red Marcing is Rosann Rebecca.  Novelty 

games will take their themes from Indiana.  The girls will have a scooter race characterizing the Indianapolis Speed-

way.  The head of Red Obstacle Races this year is Romana Carrian. 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 

Mighty Reds 

 This year, as always, the Reds are working full steam ahead as Red Team girls 

do.  I feel very proud, because I have behind me the most wonderful and cooperative 

girls a captain could want to work with. 

 Our specialties are incomparable, and there’s no denying that our main numbers 

are tops.  The committee heads have been doing an outstanding job, and I’m sure when 

you see the show you’ll agree with me that only the Red Team could have done it. 

 Music-wise, the Red Band is out of this world, and with Tom Paserlla and his 

golden sax they’re unbeatable. 

 I’d like to wish Diane, a truly wonderful captain, and her Black Team, all the luck 

in the world. 

Jo Anne Marolda  

Spectator, March 17, 1961 



“States of the Union” Theme For 27th 

Battlin’ Blacks Are Ready For Coming Extravaganza 

 As the 27th annual Sport Nite looms into view, the Battlin’ Black Team is looking forward to a long-awaited 

victory.  The theme of this year’s show is “States of the Union,” and in keeping with this theme each specialty has 

chosen to represent a state.  These specialties have been practicing every day after school since the end of Novem-

ber and are hoping to present an exciting show full of competitive spirit and showmanship.  Let’s take a quick 

glance and see what the future has in store for us. 

 First on the floor will be Black Marchers who have selected Holland, Michigan, as their theme and plan to 

portray Dutch girls.  The head of this committee is Barbara Kelsey. 

 Next will be Kathy Pasela with her fabulous Black Cheerleaders.  They have chosen Alaska for their theme.  

The other girls on the squad are:  Carolyn Hutchins, Arlene Zara, Peggy DiStefano, Georgia Brenner, Pat Shefchick, 

Judy Cornell, Carol Browne, Joan Marks, Carolyn Lowrey, and Janet Annich. 

Black Folk 

 Following them will be Black Folk.  They will travel to the Lone Star State of Texas for their presentation.  

Sharon Fishkin has been selected as head of this specialty.  The other girls of the group include:  Sue Kleiner, Carol 

Dowd, Brenda Neishloss, Debbie Schofield, Arlene Formicola, Bernadette Murphy, Sandy Warden, Barbara Rolling, 

and Phyllis Kanter. 

 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the city of Brotherly Love, has been selected as the theme of Black Modern 

Dance.  Rita Peltin is head of this specialty.  The other members are:  Barbara Holsneck, June Moore, Liz Levin, Tina 

Redman, Carol Pate, Tina Denko, Norma Aronis, Sue Levie, and Joan Nugent. 

 Black Tap has chosen to introduce us to Chinatown of San Francisco, California.  The specialty consists of 

Anita Montervino, head; Grace Stoye, Theresa Muccie, Carol Steene, Carol Bernstein, Kathleen Dow, Teddy Kramer, 

Kris Stevens, Georgiana Papp, and Carolyn Pickett. 

 The next presentation finds Barbara Bennett and the Modern Exercise Specialty exploring Yellowstone Na-

tional Park in Colorado.  The main number will represent picknickers and the specialty will portray animals in the 

park.  The specialty includes:  Gerry McDanniels, Carol Erikson, Marion Kerr, Alice Gordon, Barbara Johnson, Linda 

Browning, Susan DeRoxtro, and Kathy Wilson. 

 Another exciting highlight of the show is the games.  This consists of the Novelty and Obstacle Races.  

Louella Young is head of this committee.   

Spectator, March 17, 1961 

Battlin’ Blacks 

 There is nothing in the world which can be compared to being the captain 

of a team with such loyal, courageous, and cooperative girls on it, and I am proud to 

say that the adjectives describe the girls on the might Black Team.  With lots of 

spirit and the desire to win in our hearts, we Blacks can surmount any obstacle and 

attain the ultimate goal – VICTORY. 

 To Jo Anne Marolda and the Reds, who present lots of competition, I wish 

all the luck in the world; but with Danny Adamson and the great Black Band, with 

all the specialties, committees, and main numbers doing their best, it is certain that 

the Black flag will be flying high over THS on March 27th. 

Diane DiUmberti 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 
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Sport Nite Facts 

 In 1935 all the girls of THS, dressed in the newest style gym suits, put on a one-night performance.  This 

was the beginning of Sport Nite. 

 The second Sport Nite in 1936 lasted two nights.  It included such events as Marching, Tap, Originality Num-

ber, Novelty Races, Stunts, Songs and Cheers, and Novelty Dance.  Fifteen girls were given authority and certain 

positions of importance.  These positions were Head of Publicity, Program Head, Period Captains, Stunt Captains, 

Cheer Leader, Score Keeper, Usher Head and Attendance Girl. 

 This year’s show will be the 27th Annual Sport Nite extravaganza.  To this date the Reds have won fourteen 

times, the Blacks have won ten times and there have been two ties. 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 

Non- Competitive 

 Prelude and Ballet, non-competitive events composed of members of both the Red and Black teams, are led 

by Pam Mines, Prelude, and Nancy Ring, Ballet.  The girls are all members of the first period dance group taught by 

Miss Eleanor Keating and Mrs. Lois Enourato. 

 The Prelude, in keeping the overall theme of “States of the Union,” traces the development of our nation 

from the Revolution up to the present day.  The pioneer group depicts our nation’s westward expansion to the Pa-

cific coast.  The Civil War group reveals the conflict between the North and the South and their mending of differ-

ences and the remolding of the states into one, united country.  The finale concludes with an interpretation of pre-

sent-day America.  By showing these various phases or American development, the Prelude tries to give a display 

of American history. 

 The Ballet takes its theme from California’s Disneyland.  Nancy Ring portrays a little girl who becomes lost 

during a visit to the extravagant amusement park.  Traveling through Fantasyland, she sees Cinderella and Prince 

Charming in the beautiful Ball Room scene.  She next visitsTomorrowland and sees some exciting Moon Men.  In 

Adventureland, she witnesses and African safari in the deepest jungle, complete with animal and natives.  At last 

Nancy is found by her worried parents and taken home with treasured memories of an eventful day. 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 

 In the Sport Nite competition, the Black Team has already won one point.  This point was awarded for the 

program cover which was designed by Marie Drew.  Last year Marie’s work also gained a point for her team. 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 

Sport Nite Aides 

Edward Murphy of the athletic department has announced the names of those girls who will act as judges’ 

aides for Sport Nite.  Those on the Black Team are Barbara Hawley, Georgene Tramburg, Catherine Geslock, Arlene 

Berkman, Susan Urken, and Sheila Sherman, substitute. 

Those representing the Red Team are Barbara Baron, Donna Roth, Nancy Windsor, Barbara Foulds, Mar-

garet Ross, and Carol Sokol, substitute. 

A committee of teachers from the physical education department selected the girls on the basis of their 

grades, personality, and general intelligence. 

Spectator, March 17, 1961  



Comments On …  Sports Nite 

 Our wandering reporter asked a few students and teacher to give their opinions regarding our yearly ex-

travaganza.  The following are their comments: 

Mr. Price:  “No Comment” – He’s too busy with the tournament. 

Mr. Devlin:  “It can be an extremely worthwhile event if students do not take advantage of it.  Girls should keep up 

with classwork during this period.  It is a good confidence builder.” 

Maria Stabile:  “I plead the fifth amendment.” 

Sue Kleiner:  “TREMENDOUS!” 

Arlene Formicola:  “I can’t wait ‘til it’s over.” 

Yogi Bear:  “It’sss better than the average show!!!” 

Betsy Ross:  “It’s hard work.” 

Connie Chiacchio:  “Ah love it.” 

Rudy Socey:  “Well, Sport Nite’s O.K. but the 2 weeks before it are murder.” 

Bob Posner:  “A stupendous extravaganza of unparalleled splendor.” 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 

Thank You 

 Now that Sport Nite is upon us, we realize how much time and energy has gone into making the extrava-

ganza what it is. 

 Often, we look only at the surface of things so that we miss the point completely. 

 As far as Sport Nite goes, the theory fits in very well.  We only see what is put before our eyes – dances, the 

music, in other words, the final result.  For this reason, several groups are not offered recognition.  More specifically, 

how many people realize the great amount of work our students do behind the scenes?  The students under Mr. El-

liot’s direction wo build the props for the non-competitive numbers, the boys in Mr. Wittington’s wood shop who 

build all the props for both teams, what do they get in return for all the consuming work?  These are only two of the 

groups.  The girls who work on the various committees such as decorations, marching, theme song, costumes, pub-

licity, and properties are others that are never seen.  They deserve our consideration and thanks. 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 

Show Business 

 Thousands of Trentonians view Sport Nite each year.  An overwhelming majority of these people leave the 

Trenton High gymnasium expressing great praise for the five-night spectacular; while most objective critics place 

the teenage production on a professional level. 

 It should be quite obvious that a show of this type doesn’t just happen.  An enormous amount of work and 

teacher student cooperation go into its making.  No one will claim that all Sport Nite procedures are carried out in 

complete perfection, but people who can place the show, its pros and cons, and its end results in their correct per-

spectives, fully appreciate the sound goals which it achieves. 

 It is the hope of all who are connected with Sport Nite that these facts will be properly considered. 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 



Sportsmanship 

 Sports Nite for 1961 has arrived.  There are many problems involved in producing a successful Sport Nite 

program.  It takes the combined cooperation and hard work of all to accomplish this huge production.  In particular, I 

wish to congratulate the students who have followed the regulations to the letter.  The spirit of cooperation, hard 

work and good judgement have been outstanding this year. 

 As we enter the presentation, let us conduct every part of our preparation and participation with the spirit of 

good sportsmanship. 

 The people of Trenton will approve of Sport Nite if we show by our actions that we can carry on regular 

school work and still prepare for Sport Nite.  This means that every student must follow the regulations at all times. 

Vincent A. Halbert 

Spectator, March 17, 1961  

Tidbits 

 We wonder which specialty eats the most a�er school?—Joe’s and the Hamilton do a great “carry-out” business between 

the hours of 3:30 and 4:00—There really isn’t any jealousy between the two teams; but Joanne Marolda wonders who put the 

dead lizard in her salami sandwich . . . has anyone seen Diane? 

Which Prob boys play the most poker??  As Mr. Murphy . . .   We caught one girl on Cheers specialty peeking 

into the keyhole of the locker room where the other specialty was practicing.  The only trouble was that there was a 

key in the hole . . . 

 What’s this we hear about evening practices??  Better known as Homework-- . . .    Every night one captain 

we know stands in front of the mirror and says, “Mirror, mirror on the wall, whose the fairest team of all?” 

 Black Props put turpentine in Red Props paint, so the Reds retaliated by cutting the bristles off Black’s 

brushes. 

 Someone dyed the Black team flag red, and cut the Red team flag into bandages for the Red Cross . . .  Who 

threw the banana peel onto the gym floor when Modern Dance came out to practice?? 

 Adamson and Passerella want to know who stuffed the cotton into their saxes . . .  Ballet and Prelude are 

non-competitive, but that doesn’t mean that their heads aren’t. 

 During the five nights of Sport Nite, the Senior class will sponsor a candy sale.  This sale will be held on both 

the Red and Black team sides. 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 



Black Band 

 As leader of the Back Band I’d like first to express my thanks to all the people who helped to make our band 

the great success it is.  First on my list would be the man who makes the Black and Red Bands possible, Mr. Ralph 

Binz, and my assistant, Charlie Chiacchio. 

 I mustn’t forget the girls on the Black Team, led by their great captain, Diane DiUmberti, whose wonderful 

spirit has assured us a victory. 

 Of course, my best wishes go to Tom Passerella and the Red Band, who will try their best. 

best, 

Danny Adamson 

Red Band 

 As leader of the great Red Band, I would like to thank my band members for all the cooperation they’ve giv-

en me this year.  Without their great effort and the help of Tom Midura our success would be impossible.  Before I go 

any further may I wish the best of luck to Danny Adamson and his band.  Winning isn’t the only reason to partici-

pate in Sport Nite, although this goa will be reached by our fabulous team.  With our wonderful captain, Jo Ann, vic-

tory, I feel is inevitable. 

Tom Passerela 

Spectator, March 17, 1961  

Tickets 

The popularity of Sports Nite can probably be measured best by the demand of the students and the out-

side public for tickets to the five performances.  This year the demand for tickets has been every bit as great as the 

demand in previous years.  We feel that the method of distribution is an equitable one because our students and 

public alike have been most co-operative in their requests for tickets. 

Our student body this year purchased all the $1.50 seats for the last three nights of Sports Nite.  On the 

sixth and seventh of March the general public purchased the remainder of the $1.50 seats.  A number of years ago 

there were hard feelings concerning the number and location of seats.  In the past few years, students and public 

alike have seemed satisfied with the method we are now using.  This spirit of co-operation although not dealing 

with the actual production of the show helps to make Sports Nite an outstanding event in the lives of the boys and 

girls attending our high school. 

C. Walter Benner 

Vice-Principal 

Spectator, March 17, 1961 
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RED TEAM CHEERLEADERS:  Using Maryland the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis 

as its theme, the Red Team Cheerleaders are shown above.  In the front, left to right:  Janet 

Poinsett, Pat Tripodi and Pat Moretti.  Starting at the left and reading clockwise are:  Maria 

Stabile, Mary Rapisilli, Janice Clarici, Carol Potts, Carolyn Szabo, Connie Chiacchio, Mary  

Cantarella and Mary Jane Bodnar. 

BLACK TEAM CHEERLEADERS:  Dressed as Eskimos and honoring our 49th state – Alaska are 

the Black Team cheerleaders; front row, left to right:  Carol Browne, Carolyn Hutchins, Pat 

Shelchick, Carolyn Lowrey and Arlene Zara.  Back row:  Janet Amish, Peggy DiStefano, Judy 

Cornell, Georgia Brenner, Joan Marks and Kathy Pasela. 



Black Team Cheers photo from Georgia Brenner Koenig 

Black Team Cheers photo from Georgia Brenner Koenig 
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TEXAS THEME:  Members of the Black Team Folk Dance specialty 

number are (left to right) Susan Kleiner, Carol Dowd, Debby Sho-

field, Phyllis Kantor, Sharon Fiskin, Sandra Warder, Brenda Nersh-

loss, Bernadette Murphy, and Barbara Rolling. 

TEXAS THEME:  Members of the Black Team Folk Dance specialty 

number (left to right) Susan Kleiner, Carol Dowd, Debby Shofield, 

Phyllis Kantor, Sharon Fishkin, Sandra Warder, Brenda 

Nerschloss, Bernadette Murphy and Barbara Rolling. 



These members of the Black Team will be back tonight, in the final evening of Trenton High 

School’s Sport Nite competition, attempting to overcome an eight-point Red Team lead.  The 

Reds, by a 7-5 score, defeated the Blacks last night for the third consecutive evening and ran 

the total score to 30-22.  Here the Black Team runs through a Cowboy number as part of its 

folk presentation.  Left to right are:  Bernadette Murphy, Brenda Neishloss, Sharon Fiskin, 

Debbu Schofield and Barbara Rollins. 

Trentonian, March 23, 1961 
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Red team trio of Susan Lavine, Peggy Pepp 

and Marie Guglielmelli goes through routine 

from a Swiss Folk Dance for second night of 

competition in Trenton High School’s annual 

Sport Nite.  Red team defeated the Black team 

last night, 9-3, to take the lead in the week-

long competition. 

Trentonian, March 24, 1961 
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THE CLINCHER – Red Team captain Jo-

Anne Marolda, carrying flag, races into 

arms of a teammate after Reds won key 

point that clinched the victory in Sports 

Nite competition on Friday night.  Red 

Team girls whoop it up in the background 

as the Reds gained their 14th Sports Nite 

victor since the event began in 1935.  The 

RED MASCOT RAISED IN VICTORY – Red 

Team captain JoAnne Marolda (left) and 

Black Team captain Diane DiUmberti hoist 

the Red Team mascot over their heads as 

the 27th annual Sports Nite competition 

ended Friday night at Trenton High.  The 

Red Team won, 34-31.  The Blacks out-

scored the Reds 9-6, on the final night, 

gaining points in folk, dance, modern 

dance, novelty race, modern exercise and 

obstacle race.  The Reds notched points in 
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Materials Set Dancing Moods 

 Every year, after the effects of Sport Nite have worn off, while the gym 

classes are out romping in the sun, the first period dance class is hard at work, 

using not only their feet but their brains as well.  Doing what, you might ask?  

Why, working on a modern dance project of course.  This year the dancers were 

broken up into groups, put under leaders, handed a scrap of material, and told to 

make up a dance.  The dance had to show the different characteristics of the 

material – the weave, texture, color, etc.  There were six groups, each with a dif-

ferent material.  The group interpreting tweed was headed by Sharon Fishkin, 

the burlap group by Nancy Rin, the blue velvet group y Diane DiUmberti, the red 

chiffon group by Joyce Mitchell, and the black and white satin group by Joanne 

Marola.  There was also a group that portrayed the moods of life, headed by 

Pam Mines and Norma Aronis.  The groups worked entirely on their own and 

came up with some very excellent results. 

 Several teachers and their classes were invited to attend the program 

which was held Monday, May 22 during the first period.  The teachers asked to 

judge the groups chose Diane DiUmberti’s blue velvet group as the first place 

winner. 

Spectator, June 6, 1961 


